GAME RULES

CONTENTS AND SETUP
1

Place the price board in
the middle of the table.

2
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Sort the 36 tokens by type to create a supply of
6 piles of 4 tokens each, and place them near the
board. Return unused tokens to the box.
- With 3 players: create piles of 5 tokens each.
- With 4 players: create piles of 6 tokens each.
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Shuffle the 55 tiles and
create two facedown draw
piles, and place them near
the board.

Place the 12 bonus tokens
within easy reach of all players.

Choose one of the two draw piles. Reveal the first six tiles of the
chosen pile, and place them left to right under the price board, as
depicted above.

Shuffle the 15 price markers and place them
randomly on the designated spaces.

Note: Avoid triplicates,
as depicted here.
2
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Randomly choose a start
player. You are now ready
to begin!

GAME TURN
On your turn, you must perform one of the following two actions:

A

A

TAKE TOKENS

OR

B

BUY A TILE

TAKE TOKENS

Take 3 tokens, keeping in mind the following limitations. At the end of your turn:
- You cannot have more than 5 resource tokens (
).
- You cannot have more than 2 ankh tokens ( ).
Note:
- You can have several tokens of the same resource.
- When you take tokens, you may exceed the above limitations during your turn, but you must return any
excess tokens to the supply at the end of your turn.

B

BUY A TILE

Buy a tile by paying resource tokens
matching the price markers above it.
Return the spent tokens to the supply
and place the purchased tile in front
of you.
In this example, the player
spends the 3 tokens depicted
on the price board
to purchase the white tile.
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When a player purchases a tile, they must place
it orthogonally adjacent to one of their other
tiles (diagonal connections are not allowed).

A new tile could be placed in any
of the outlined spaces.

SPECIAL CASES
You can place a tile on top of 4 other tiles if its
color matches at least one of the “base” tiles.
A tile placed in this way costs 1 fewer
resource (of your choice) to purchase.

If you form a group of 5 or more adjacent tiles of the same color (green, in this
example), take a bonus token (
).

If you form a group of 5 or more
adjacent animals of the same type
(jackal, beetle, or falcon), take a
bonus token (
).
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ADDITIONAL ACTIONS
Before or after taking the main action of your turn, you may spend ankh tokens.
For each ankh token you spend, you may perform 1 of the following actions (C or D):

C Refresh the tiles
1: Remove the leftmost tile of the row
(mandatory!).

3: Choose one of the 2 draw piles.

Ignore this step in a 3 or 4 player game!

4: Draw new tiles from the chosen draw
pile to fill the offer from left to right.

2: Shift the remaining tiles, if any,
to the left.

1
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3
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Note: If you deplete one of the draw piles
while placing new tiles, continue filling
the offer by drawing from the other one.

D Move one of your tiles
Move a base tile (that is not supporting
a tile of a higher level) to another space
adjacent to one or more base tiles.

Move one tile residing on a higher level
to another space, as long as it remains
supported by 4 other tiles (you can
ignore the color requirement).

- If you split a group of 5 (color or animal) tiles, you must return the bonus token (
- 1 ankh token allows you to refresh the tiles OR move a tile, but not both.
- You are allowed to spend 2 ankh tokens in the same turn.
- A higher level tile is adjacent to the 4 tiles that support it.
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).

FOR EXAMPLE, YOU CAN:
1) spend an ankh token to refresh the tiles;
2) spend a second ankh token to move a tile;
3) buy and place a tile.
YOU CAN ALSO:
1) spend an ankh token to refresh the tiles;
2) buy and place a tile;
3) spend a second ankh token to refresh the tiles again (most likely to interfere with an
opponent).
YOU CANNOT:
Spend an ankh token on the same turn you take it.

END OF THE GAME
When a player places their 13th tile, they trigger the end of the game: complete the current
round so that all players have played the same number of turns. Then calculate everyone’s
victory point (VP) total.
SCORING
Proceed as follows:
1) Add the numbers shown on your bonus
tokens and tiles.

= 8 VP
3 VP

2) Each animal tile belonging to a group of
2 or more adjacent animal tiles of the same
type is worth 1 VP. A single animal tile is
worth nothing.

0 VP

3) Each colored tile belonging to a group of
2 or more adjacent tiles of the same color
is worth 1 VP. A single colored tile is worth
nothing.

0 VP

4) Score 1 VP for every 3 leftover tokens
you have (regardless of type).

1 VP
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2 VP

2 VP

1 VP

3 VP

0 VP

Scoring example
- 2 VP for the group of white tiles, 5 VP for the group of green tiles
(+ a 3 VP bonus token), 3 VP for the group of red tiles;
- 3 VP for the group of jackals, 2 VP for the group of beetles;
- 6 VP for the values shown on the tiles;
- 0 VP for leftover tokens.
TOTAL

24 VP

Note:
- The green jackal does not score, as it is not adjacent to another jackal.
- The group of 2 scarabs scores, even though the blue tile is a single colored tile.
- The 2 VP of the white tile count, even though it is a single colored tile.
- The higher level tiles do not split the green group, so you retain the 3 VP bonus token.

VICTORY
The player with the most points wins. In case of a tie, the player with the fewest tiles
wins. If there is still a tie, the player with the fewest tokens wins. If the tie still persists...
well, it’s a tie!

THE OTHER TILES
In addition to the animal tiles and the 2 VP tiles mentioned above, there are 3 other
types of tiles in each family: the warehouse, the scribe, and the desert.
When you purchase a warehouse, immediately place a token of the
same color (taken from the supply, if at least 1 is available) on it. This
token can be used like any other token you have. Once spent, this
warehouse serves as an additional storage space (in addition to the
normal 2 ankhs/5 resources). IMPORTANT: It may only hold a resource
matching its color. Storage is prohibited if supporting a tile of a higher
level. When you place a tile on a warehouse with a token on it, immediately return that token to the supply.

When you purchase a scribe, immediately take a bonus turn.
Treat it exactly like a normal turn.

A desert tile has no special effect or animal, but it still counts
toward scoring for groups of 2 or more tiles of the same color,
and bonus tokens for groups of 5 or more.
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Mr. Lar

We like to say he’s in charge of cooking, because he knows just
how to add spice to games. His careful attention and colorful vision give rise, now and again, to surprising and original
products.

Mr. TIN

The numbers master who always has a graph within reach to
justify or disprove a theory, helping us calibrate and balance
so that everything adds up.

Sébastien
Pauchon

Mr. CHON
Frank
Crittin

Grégoire
Largey

His cheerful attitude, a love of the good things in the life, and
twenty years experience allow him to remain focused and
refine the game until it’s just right.

GaËl Lannurien

“After studying sociology, I became passionate about drawing
and computer graphics. I started out with Cyrus Production in
2008 where I worked on many animated films. In 2012, I illustrated my first board games: “Cardline Animals” and “Ginkgopolis”. Then, I had the opportunity to work with many publishing houses such as Asmodee, Bombyx, Space Cowboys, Pearl
Games, Repos Production , Cygames (Japan), and more. To this
day, I have illustrated fifteen or so board games. I also work
with some book publishing houses (Fleurus and Albin Michel).
I particularly like illustrating themes relating to history; mainly
antiquity and its ancient civilizations.”

HELP

This product has been manufactured with as much care as
possible. However, if any part of it is missing or is damaged,
please contact our Customer Service at
https://fr.asmodee.com/fr/support and a solution
will be provided in a timely manner!
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